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Why is the corporate reporting reform important?
The reforms put forward will require companies to report on the non-financial risks of their business
and how they address them, increasing corporate transparency which is a first step towards greater
corporate accountability and more responsible business practice

Non-financial reporting enables workers, communities, civil society and shareholders to understand
the impacts of a company's activities and hold companies to account. Its usefulness is not
disputed. For business, due diligence processes and reporting is an essential management tool
that improves risk identification and long-term social, environmental as well as financial
performance. Transparency also improves citizens’ trust in business and gives business greater
social legitimacy.
Th compromise brings important improvements:
-

Reporting would no longer be voluntary but mandatory so companies can no longer choose
whether or not they issue an annual report covering key non-financial information, including
principal risks.

-

For the first time, companies would have to explicitly report on environmental, human rights,
social, corruption, and diversity issues

-

The reform would draw on authoritative international standards, namely the United Nations
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights1 and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development Guidelines for multinational enterprises2, which are essential tools for
responsibility companies on human rights worldwide

-

Reporting would cover the policies companies have in place to manage their risks – the
definition used in the proposal includes risks on the environment and society at large not only
financial risks

-

For the first time, reporting would cover companies’ due diligence policies – mechanisms in place
to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for adverse impacts they may have on workers,
communities, and the environment

-

The reporting scope would include companies’ supply chains (principal risks in the “business
relationships”) – which is essential as most human rights and environmental risks are found in the
supply chain

But many loopholes remain which limit the scope of the reform and the elements to report on:
-

1
2

The “comply or explain approach”: companies may avoid reporting on risks if they provide a
“clear and reasoned” explanation for non-disclosure. This wording allows companies considerable
flexibility as to whether or not they report on sensitive issues

http://www.business-humanrights.org/media/documents/ruggie/ruggie-guiding-principles-21-mar-2011.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf
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-

An escape clause would leave the definition of when companies are exempt from reporting to
Member States. Member States could opt for a broad definition as they did at an earlier stage of
the negotiations, creating a major loophole exempting companies from reporting on any dealings,
complaints, negotiations, or court proceedings that may have impacts or consequences on
developments in the future3

-

A requirement to report on actual, severe impacts that have happened, as proposed by the
European Parliament, was rejected by the Council

-

The wording used is generally very weak which gives the impression that the Council has done
everything possible to make the requirements as light as possible – for example: “may”, “to the
extent necessary for…”, “if appropriate”, “when relevant and proportionate”

-

Supply chains would be covered only in so far as they are considered “relevant and
proportionate” – this leaves room for companies to interpret the limit of their responsibilities

-

Flexible choice of standards and indicators: Companies could choose from any existing
national, EU, and international frameworks which vary in quality and requirements; or they can
even chose not to use a framework. The legislation doesn’t provide a set of common indicators
that would ensure comparability of certain information and leaves it to company to define and use
any indicator.

-

Absence of clear monitoring and sanction mechanisms: the audit would only verify that the
information has been provided but will not look at whether the information is accurate. There is no
mechanism that allows those with a legitimate interest to challenge misleading or obviously
incomplete reports.

-

The scope of the requirements would be limited to public interest entities4 (PIEs) of over 500
employees. Most non-listed large companies would not be covered. The 6,000 PIEs would only
represent a small part of the 42,000 European companies defined as “large companies” in other
Directives.

-

The non-financial report can be provided separately from the annual management report, on
the company’s website. Excluding it from the management report limits the verification
requirements, the extent of directors' responsibility as well as the shareholders’ capacity to
challenge the report when voted in General Assembly.
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3

“Member States may allow the information about impending developments or matters in the course of negotiation
to be omitted where the disclosure of that information would be seriously prejudicial to the undertaking”
4 PIE is defined as either a (1) listed company, (2) credit institution, (3) insurance undertaking or (4) any company
designated by a Member State as PIE, for instance undertakings that are of significant public relevance because of
the nature of their business or their size.

